In this paper we present a novel joint approach for optimising surface curvature and pose alignment. We present two implementations of this joint optimisation strategy, including a fast implementation that uses two frames and an offline multi-frame approach. We demonstrate an order of magnitude improvement in simulation over state of the art dense relative point-to-plane Iterative Closest Point (ICP) pose alignment using our dense joint frame-to-frame approach and show comparable pose drift to dense point-to-plane ICP bundle adjustment using low-cost depth sensors. Additionally our improved joint quadric based approach can be used to more accurately estimate surface curvature on noisy point clouds than previous approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Surface curvature is a geometric feature that has been shown to be useful for modelling [1] [2] [3] , robotic control [4] [5] and segmentation [6] . Surface curvature is a measure of the rate at which the surface normal angle changes while travelling along the surface. This makes curvature a second order derivative, and therefore highly sensitive to noise in the surface. The principal curvatures represent the direction of maximal and minimal curvature at any point. The introduction of low-cost depth sensors, such as the Microsoft Kinect, provided an easy way to collect real-time depth information cheaply. However, the noise present in this sensor [7] has made it challenging to compute accurate curvature values directly [8] due to its high noise sensitivity.
Using quadrics has been shown to improve the robustness of curvature computations [9] [10] and advances in GPGPU programming has allowed for real-time dense estimation of curvature [11] [8] . Using a quadric representation allows the principal curvatures to be extracted directly, through a simple manipulation of quadric parameters described in Section III-B. Additionally constraints can be placed on the quadric representation to reduce the possible representable surfaces to improve the reliability of curvature estimates [8] . A limitation of these methods is that they are designed for use on single-frame of live data or pre-registered low noise dense point clouds. Error in the registration accuracy or noise in the model can result in poor curvature estimates.
The Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm is considered to be the state of the art method for geometric alignment of point cloud and range data which we briefly summarise in Section III-A. ICP was first described in [12] and [13] and has been extensively used in scan matching and modelling [14] [15] , due to its robustness and speed to compute. shows the result of estimating curvature using a single frame [8] , Bottom Right: shows the result from this work, using the jointfull multi-frame optimisation. We enlarge the same sections of each image to provide the reader a better view of the differences. Additionally we include a key to indicate how the values of the principal curvatures (κ 1, κ2) relate to the mapped colours, in the bottom corner of each image.
The algorithm attempts to iteratively minimise the distance between corresponding points in multiple point clouds by rigidly transforming them.
A more general solution to ICP was described in [3] , where Mitra et al. show the increased accuracy of using quadric based scan alignment. They also demonstrate the improved convergence radius of their method over previous implementations of ICP. However, the presented methodology uses a fixed estimate of quadrics for frame-to-frame alignment which can be affected by noise in data, and no real consideration is made for online performance.
In this paper we present a novel joint optimisation approach that solves for pose alignment and curvature simultaneously using a joint quadric optimisation function (Section IV). We present the results of two implementations that use our novel joint cost function, which measures how well a set of quadrics fit over multiple frames. The first novel implementation is designed to be used as an online addition to a tracking system, reducing the relative pose error in adjacent point-clouds while simultaneously improving the current dense estimates of principal curvature values (Section V-A). The second novel implementation is intended to be used offline, performing a joint pose and curvature optimisation across multiple frames after they have been captured and provided with some estimate of their global alignment (Section V-B).
In Section VI we examine the performance of our novel implementations compared with state of the art alternatives, and demonstrate the improved accuracy of our approaches. We also test our approach using real-world low cost depth sensor datasets to demonstrate its applicability to robotic applications. In Section VI-B we show our implementations produce improved pose alignment over conventional methods. While in Section VI-C we demonstrate that our novel approaches can be used to significantly reduce the effect of pose drift, which can be a problem for loop-detection. Finally in Section VI-D we demonstrate the improved accuracy of our novel implementations for curvature estimation using multiple frames.
II. RELATED WORK
ICP [12] [13] is a modelling technique important in robotics and computer vision for navigation and mapping [15] . In [12] , Besl introduced several different formulations of the minimisation problem including point-to-point, pointto-plane and plane-to-plane, which refer to the method of computing the distance between correspondences. In [16] , Rusinkiewicz et al. investigate the accuracy and speed of each formulation, finding point-to-plane to be the best choice for most applications leading to its popularity in tracking applications [14] [17] [15] [18] . This method of point-cloud alignment is considered state of the art for aligning multiple overlapping depth scans or point clouds.
ICP relies on largely static scenes in order to operate and can be used to generate both models and accurate ego-motion tracking. Point-to-Plane (Pt-Pl) ICP is used extensively in modern Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) systems as the primary tracking algorithm. In [19] Izadi et. al. use Pt-Pl ICP to produce a highly accurate and robust dense model, by tracking against the current model, significantly reducing pose drift. This method of tracking is fast to compute using GPUs, while providing reasonably high accuracy. However, this method of tracking against a model requires a large amount of data to be stored and a complex algorithm to move model sections in and out of memory [18] .
An improved pose alignment method to point-to-plane ICP was proposed in [3] , where Mitra et al. use local surface approximations (quadrics) to provide improved pose alignment accuracy. Additionally they demonstrate an improvement in the convergence radius and increased robustness of choosing initial alignment. However, the increase in convergence radius is achieved through a simple heuristic which measures how correct the current alignment is and randomly perturbs the current solution if it appears to be converging incorrectly. Additionally their implementation provides no real consideration to online performance of their system.
An important geometric feature used in robotics and computer vision is surface curvature. Curvature has been shown to be useful for many computer vision and robotics applications [1] [2], primarily segmentation [9] and improved modelling [4] . In [9] , Besl et al. demonstrates that regions of high curvature often occur on object boundaries and this can be used as a reliable basis for segmentation. This idea was extended in [20] , where Guillaume et al. apply this work to mesh based segmentation. However, these previous approaches either only applied to a single model [21] [2] , or rely on the alignment of multiple scan-matches to highly accurate in order to build a single shape model for curvature estimation. Additionally, these previous approaches often assume relatively low-noise in the model, which is not the case when using low-cost depth sensors. In [8] , Spek et al. presents a method for real-time curvature computation that solves the problem of sensor noise using a quadric based representation.
III. FUNDAMENTALS
We begin with a short revision of the methods we have used in evaluation of our system, and based our current novel implementation upon. We briefly explain ICP as used in [2] and our previous work on extracting curvature from quadrics [8] .
A. Iterative Closest Point (ICP)
Iterative Closest Point (ICP) is a technique for aligning two overlapping 3D scans or point clouds of a static scene and is considered state of the art in terms of accuracy and speed. The technique was first developed by Besl et at. [9] and Chen et al. [13] . We use a variant of ICP to provide a baseline result for the relative pose estimation, known as point-to-plane ICP [16] .
This operates by defining an error function which measures the Euclidean distance from transformed points in surface 1 (S 1 ), to a small plane patch on surface 2 (S 2 ). A normal is computed for every pointq ∈ S 2 , using a small neighbourhood N (q) around it. For each pointp i ∈ S 1 a transformation estimate is applied to find the closest point q i ∈ S 2 using Euclidean distance. The error is computed using the point-to-plane distance betweenq i andp i defined as
where
is the transformation from frame 1 to frame 2.
The goal of ICP is to minimise the sum of the squared errors
Using a standard Gauss-Newton approach requires derivative of the error function w.r.t. the motion parameters (θ i ) of the transformation T giving:
thus
and with re-
where W is a diagonal matrix and w i = f (e i ) and Δθ is the update to the pose estimate. Equation 5 gives the standard solution using re-weighted least squares. The updated pose is given by a simple matrix exponential equation, as shown in [22] :
B. Quadric Surface Representation
As with our previous implementation in [8] we compute curvature using a quadric representation, which we define as:
is the parabolic quadric matrix Q that contains the second fundamental form II as the upper-left corner and
where R(θ x , θ y ) is the Euclidean rotation matrix that rotates the local coordinateq i to the normally aligned local frame of F , and t z allows the centre of the frame to sit above the central coordinate. The principal curvatures (κ 1 , κ 2 ) are the Eigen values of the second fundamental form and can be extracted directly from F using:
We iteratively fit the quadric to the surface by reexpressing Equation 7 as an error function:
where Q(γ p ) = E T F E is the quadric defined at the central pointp of the quadric neighbourhood andγ p = {θ x , θ y , t x , a, b, c} are the six parameters of the quadric. We use i to define a cost function for the points in the neighbourhood ofq i ∈ N (p) around the central point
which we minimise using a standard Gauss-Newton approach shown in Equation 5 to solve for the quadric parameters (Γ) that minimise the cost function. WhereΓ = {γ p }, the set of quadric parameters for each point in the surface S and N (p) is the set of points in the neighbourhood ofp the central coordinate of the quadric.
IV. JOINT OPTIMISATION
In this section we detail the novel extension of our previous quadric error function (see above) to allow the joint optimisation for pose and principal curvature values.
A. Frame-to-Frame
We now extend the quadric error function from [8] to include an additional frame:
This adds the additional motion parametersᾱ of the relative pose alignment of the second surface to the original. The first part of the error function is as before while the second half adds the information from the additional frame. For the second frame we take the neighbourhood (q k ∈ N (T −1 p, S 2 )) around the quadric central pointp as it transforms into the second surface.
B. Multi-Frame
We can now trivially generalise the error function in Equation 13 to work for the multiple frames. The error of any particular neighbourhood around a transformed central point in surface S j is given by:
where the neighbourhood is now defined around the transformed central pointp ∈ S 1 into the surface S j byq = T (ᾱ j ) −1p , where T 1 = I the identity. This new error function also contains a set of motion parametersᾱ for each pose T (ᾱ). We can now define a joint cost function over all pointsp ∈ S 1
This means a separate set of motion parameters for each surface S j and separate set of quadric parameters for every point p ∈ S 1 .
To compute parametersĀ andΓ that minimise the cost function we use a Gauss-Newton approach to iteratively reduce the error. We simplify the differentiation process for ourselves by using the chain rule. Differentiating Equation 14 w.r.t. the motion parameters of that surface S j 's poseᾱ j at any point in theq ∈ N (q) gives the following derivative: (16) where transformation T j can be expressed as a matrix exponential as shown in Equation 6 , which allows simple application of the chain rule for differentiation. The matrix G i , known as the generator, is a linear approximation of the derivative of the transformation w.r.t. the motion parameter α ji , whereᾱ j = {θ x , θ y , θ z , t x , t y , t z }. This gives the full Jacobian of the motion parameters:
The derivative of the joint error function w.r.t. each quadric parameter is given by
where ∂Q / ∂γpi is the same as per the original formulation in [8] (see Section III-B). This gives the full Jacobian of the quadrics parameters for every pointp
For each point in each transformed neighbourhood around pointp in each surface S j we compute both Jacobians, Jᾱ j and Jγ p . We can combine the measurements for all points into a single Jacobian matrix J = {Jᾱ, Jγ} as shown in Figure 2 , which demonstrates the relationship between the Jacobians for each point and the weighted Hessian matrix (J T WJ). We use the standard method for computing the update to the motion and quadric parameters using Gauss-Newton. This gives
where Δᾱ is the update to each pose estimate, Δγ is an vector containing and an update to each quadric in S 1 and W is a diagonal matrix of weights of the form w i = f ( i , d i ).
The weighting function f we use is a modified 'fair' weight function [23] that uses the quadric error ( i ) and the distance from the central point (d i ), such that
where n is a constant that is close to the upper limit of a typical error value, and can be found experimentally.
C. Schur-Complement Trick
In order to solve for the update we will need invert the Hessian matrix (J T W J). However, because we compute an update densely for all quadrics the Hessian is too large to practically invert in a reasonable amount of space and time, for example using double precision at full resolution (640x480) the Hessian matrix would consume 27 tera-bytes of memory. In order to avoid this issue we exploit the sparsity and symmetry of the matrix and use the block diagonal Schur complement trick [24] . This is applicable to problems of the form
This gives the block-diagonal symmetric matrix C which is cheaply piece-wise invertible and A which is also symmetric and invertible which is the case as shown in Figure 2 . We can rearrange this formulation to solve for the updates to the poses (x) and quadrics (ȳ):
Giving the solution forx andȳ as:
One issue with this is the solution tox must be found first in order to solve forȳ, as indicated in Equation 24 . In this casex is an update vector for each pose estimate via a matrix exponentiation andȳ is a vector of updates, one per quadric. This means a two pass computation must be performed, one to solve for the pose updates and then adding this information to the quadric updates.
V. NOVEL IMPLEMENTATIONS
We now discuss two novel implementations based on the joint error function described in section IV.
A. Joint Frame-to-Frame
Using the joint frame-to-frame cost function for the special case of two frames described in section V-A we implemented a novel joint frame-to-frame (referred to as J-ftf in Section VI) optimiser that uses two frames at a time. This novel implementation was made using CUDA and is intended to be used as on online addition to an existing tracker. The reason two-frames can be considered a special case computationally is that the B matrix from Equation 22 has only a single joint information matrix per point, which means it can be computed on the fly allowing for greater optimisation on the GPU, for further details please refer to the available implementation 1 . The input to this method is an estimate of the pose and a dense set of quadrics provided by our previous implementation [8] . A key consideration of this implementation was time, so considerable effort was made to reduce execution time despite the size and complexity of the computation. Our implementation runs in approximately 125ms per iteration on an NVidia Titan X (Maxwell), allowing it to run in conjunction with an existing tracker to reduce pose drift (see Section VI-C) and improve principal curvature estimation (see Section VI-D).
B. Joint Full
We also present a novel joint optimisation over multiple frames, which we call Joint Full (referred to as J-full in Section VI). This is a post-process step implemented on CPU to run on a dataset and improve the relative pose estimates and curvature for each surface. The implementation is very similar to that for the frame-to-frame version (see previous), the main difference is that we compute the absolute pose estimates for all frames simultaneously. For each surface we compute an estimate of the transformed pointp into the surface, giving us a set of correspondences. Now we compute pose and quadric Jacobians for each correspondence, and update an the appropriate Jacobian Matrix as indicated in Figure 2 . Finally we compute the update for each pose and quadric using Schur's Complement as described in Section IV-C.
VI. RESULTS

A. Testing Methodology
In Section VI-B we compare the performance of our system to several state of the art algorithms for pose alignment on synthetic and real-world ground truth datasets. The synthetic datasets are generated using ray-tracing with Gaussian noise successively added as a percentage of the distance to the camera to examine the robustness of each method to noise. The two real-world datasets are on-rails, translation only datasets, where a frame is captured every The tested pose alignment methods include; our joint frame-to-frame (J-ftf ) approach (see Section V-A) and our full joint optimisation (J-full) (see Section V-B), a dense variant of frame-to-frame point-to-plane (Pt-Pl) ICP (ICPftf ) [16] and a dense Pt-Pl ICP bundle adjustment (ICPbundle) [25] , and a global pose alignment to a single set of quadrics (Q-full) similar to J-full. Unlike J-full approach Qfull only optimises for the absolute pose updates, maintaining a constant estimate of the original quadrics from [8] . The Pt-Pl ICP bundle adjustment optimises over semi-dense a pose graph, where the weighted error across all poses is reduced jointly.
In Section VI-C we examine the same pose alignment methodologies as in Section VI-B but in terms of pose drift on real-world datasets.
In Section VI-D we examine the curvature estimation accuracy for several approaches, using synthetic and realworld datasets. The synthetic datasets used are the same as in Figure 3 . The real-world datasets are manually labelled with ground-truth curvature values as shown in Figure 4 . We compare the results of our joint approaches to a common curvature estimation quadric based least-squares approach (Quad LS) from [10] and our previous method iterative approach (Quad IT) from [8] . 
B. Pose Estimation Accuracy 1) Synthetic Dataset Evaluation:
We examine pose alignment accuracy on our synthetic datasets by measuring the RMS translation and rotation error for each of the methods described in Section VI-A, presenting the results in Tables  I,II and III. We highlight the lowest error in each category using bold formatting. We observe a consistent order of magnitude improvement over ICP-ftf by our J-ftf approach. Which is significant as our process can be used to massively improve the quality of frame-to-frame alignments during tracking. We also observe a modest improvement for our J-full system over a full bundle adjustment (ICP-bundle) (approximately 30%-50%), despite using an approach that only aligns to a single frame. This is a significant result as ICPbundle, uses the information of all frame-to-frame alignments to compute a semi-dense pose graph. More surprising is that our J-ftf approach is able to consistently out-perform the ICP-bundle approach for synthetic data.
2) Real-world Dataset Evaluation: We now examine the performance of our methods on real-world datasets collected using a low-cost depth sensor (the Microsoft Kinect). As shown in Figure 5 we observe a similar reduction in pose estimation error by using our approaches, compared to the Fig. 5 : Real-world pose error on two ground truth datasets. The datasets were both captured using an on-rails setup with translation only along a straight trajectory. These results demonstrate the improved accuracy of our methods over the standard approaches particularly in the Dataset Desk (top), which shows a noticeable reduction in translation and rotational error for the joint approaches. dense ICP based approaches. In dataset Wall we see a significant improvement by our J-full approach over other approaches, despite the large number of planar surfaces visible in the scene, which should help Pt-Pl ICP. In dataset Desk the improvement is less significant for our methods, although all quadric based approaches significantly reduce rotation error. This evaluation is made difficult by the structured noise in the sensor, which we attempted to reduce through a device calibration.
C. Pose Estimation Drift
In order to demonstrate the applicability of our systems to real-world tracking applications we examine the estimated pose drift as we move along a known trajectory. As shown in Figure 6 we observe a significant reduction in frame-toframe drift using quadric based approaches. Most surprising is the reduction in drift using our J-ftf implementation, achieving comparable pose drift error to ICP-bundle and greatly improving upon the drift of ICP-ftf. This shows our implementation can be used in a tracking system to greatly reduce the drift of adjacent keyframes, which can accumulate in a system and make the detection of loops very difficult for a non-feature based approach. Additionally our J-full approach shows a significant reduction, and increases significantly slower than all other approaches. The main reason for this is that methods like ICP-bundle benefit greatly from large loop-closures, which are not present unless the camera revisits a location.
D. Curvature Estimation Improvement
1) Synthetic Dataset Evaluation:
We examine the results of principal curvature estimation using the synthetic datasets shown in Figure 6 . As described in Section VI-A we compare both of our novel joint approaches to existing methods, including a quadric least-squares (Quad LS) approach [10], Fig. 6 : Demonstrates the reduction in drift using our methods, including our frame-to-frame method which even manages to match the drift of the global ICP bundle adjustment. and our previous iterative quadric fitting (Quad IT) approach from [8] . We show the results of testing on synthetic data in Figure 7 . Not so surprisingly using information from multiple frames results in reduced error, with both J-full and J-ftf consistently out-performing the previous methods. Our J-ftf method only uses two frames and as such the improvements are considerably more modest then the multi-frame J-full.
2) Real-World Dataset Evaluation: Finally we compare the implementation on real-world datasets generated for [8] , an example is shown in Figure 4 . The result of this testing shown in Figure 8 demonstrates both our joint methods (Jftf, J-full) can out-perform previous methods at principal curvature estimation on real-world data. This is significant as curvature can be used as a basis for scene segmentation, using our J-ftf method can therefore greatly improve the results of segmentation. We also include a qualitative example of the improvement in Figure 1 , which clearly demonstrates the improvement using multiple frames has. This frame is from the dataset Real-World 4, and contrasts the performance of our previous approach (Quad IT) against our full joint optimisation (J-full). A more subtle aspect of the improvement is the reduction in noise on the planar surface, which is much flatter for the joint estimate.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We present two systems that use a joint optimisation approach to improve curvature and pose estimates on syn- Fig. 7 : Results of testing several curvature estimation methods on 3 synthetic datasets with successively increasing levels of noise added to each. Each σ represents a 1% Gaussian noise addition. This demonstrates our systems ability to cope with aggressive noise, and shows the improvement upon previous curvature estimation methods by using multiple frames. thetic and real-world datasets. We show that this approach can not only be used to improve offline dataset accuracy over state of the art techniques such as dense ICP bundle adjustment but can also be incorporated into a real-time system to greatly reduce pose drift to improve the results of re-localisation and loop-closure. We provide all described systems as open-source to be used freely in robotic vision applications, which will be provided upon publication. The current implementation of joint optimisation across multiple frames has not been fully optimised, but has been designed such that a GPU implementation should be a relatively simple extension of this work. Fig. 8 : RMS curvature error for 3 real-world manually labelled datasets. Note the reduction in error upon previous state-of-the-art techniques across all datasets using our joint approaches. Even with just two frames (J-ftf ) our system shows a significant reduction in error.
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